Experiences with gadodiamide, a non-ionic contrast agent, in MRI of brain metastases.
29 patients suffering from brain metastases were studied with a single (0.1 mmol/kg body weight) and triple dose (0.3 mmol/kg) of gadodiamide, a non-ionic MR contrast agent. The study was performed using an extended imaging protocol with application of T1-weighted images in three orientations. Number of definite and suspected metastases, lesion contrast, edema delineation, and flow artefacts were evaluated. Most of the definite metastases were found in triple dose images. However, the total lesion number could only be determined by looking on all sequences as a whole. Furthermore, the number of suspected metastases could be significantly reduced with triple dose images, but once more all sequences were needed to do so. Flow artefacts were significantly increased by triple dose, whereby lesion contrast and edema delineation was considerably improved. The conclusion is that the combination of high dose application of the contrast agent and an optimized imaging protocol facilitates sufficient imaging of brain metastases. This is important for therapeutical considerations, because patients with more than 1-2 metastases will be treated primarily with radiation therapy instead of neurosurgery.